UNIVERSITY OF KERALA
(BOG)

Research leading to the award of Ph.D Degree- Grace time for the submission of Thesis- Extended –
Orders issued

==================================
ACADEMIC EI SECTION
No. Ac.EI/A4/8438/2019
Dated, Thiruvananthapuram, 20/06/2019

Read: 1. Representation dated 15/05/2019 submitted by Kerala University Research Students' Union
2. U.O No. Ac.EI.A4/2019 dated 01/02/2019
3. Item No. A2 of the minutes of the meeting of the Standing Committee of the Syndicate on
Academics & Research held on 16/05/2019.
4. Item No. 09.49.A2 of the minutes of the meeting of the Syndicate meeting held on
25/05/2019

ORDER

The grace-time for submission of thesis in the case of Research scholars who have
completed their prescribed maximum time limit, was granted upto 31/05/2019 vide U.O read as (2)
above.

The Syndicate at its meeting held on 25/05/2019, vide item no read as (4) above considered
the representation read as (1) above, along with the recommendation of the Standing Committee of
the Syndicate on Academics & Research, and resolved to grant further extension of grace time for the
submission of thesis upto 31/12/2019.

Sanction has therefore been accorded by the Vice- Chancellor to implement the above
resolution of the Syndicate to extend the grace time for submission of thesis upto 31/12/2019, to those
research scholars who have completed their maximum research period.

Orders are issued accordingly.

Sd/-
MINI G
Deputy Registrar (Acad. III)
For Registrar

To,

1. Heads of all University Teaching/ Research Departments/ Research centres
   (To be downloaded from the website www.research.keraluniversity.ac.in)
2. The PS to VC/PVC
3. The PRO/Reception officer
4. The PA to Registrar/ FO/ CE
5. The Director, Computer Centre.
6. Ac.EI/Ac.EV/Ac.EVI/Ac.EVII
7. Stock file/ File copy/ Office copy

Forwarded/By Order

SECTION OFFICER